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Enhancing data, capacities and guidance
▪ Almost all REDD+ countries use free and open satellite
data to estimate activity data
▪ GFOI Methods and Guidance (www.gfoi.org/methodsguidance/)

▪ Training materials
(http://www.gofcgold.wur.nl/redd/training-materials/)
▪ Dedicated expert synthesis workshop and modules for
accuracy assessments (http://www.gfoi.org/rd/):
● FAQ for accuracy assessment and stratified area
estimation for activity data (weblink)

● FAQ for uncertainty assessment of emission
factors (weblink)

2019 Refinement of the IPCC Good practice
guidelines (GPG)

•

First update of AFOLU guidelines since 2006:
update and evolution in selected areas

•
•
•

Refinement only in specific areas
Approved by IPCC plenary in May 2019
Couple of important issues:

•
•

Increasing role for Earth Observations

•

Guidance on use of biomass density maps

Tier 1 updates: in particular for forest
(biomass, regrowth etc.)

2019 Refinement of the IPCC GPG: updating biomass defaults

▪ Improve mean and SD based on new plot (network) data
▪ Increase traceability (also for any future updates)
▪ Refine stratification beyond use of ecozones and
continents (to reduce large ranges):
● Primary (old-growth forests that are intact or with
no active human intervention)
● Secondary forests (all other forests) - young
secondary forests (< 20 years old) will be included
as a separate category (if data allows)
▪ Explore the use of remote sensing-based products to fill
remaining gaps

2019 Refinement of the IPCC GPG: updating biomass defaults

▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

Partnership: research, countries,
FAO/UN-REDD, Worldbank FCPF
Research network plots in humid tropics
NFI’s make a big difference for Africa
Split in young/old secondary forests
only for some tropical strata
Biomass maps for lower biomass area
(Globbiomass)
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Uncertainty analysis and comparison for
different global biomass maps

▪ Independent validation based
▪

▪
▪
▪

on a total of 109,902 plots
from 7 continents
ESA GLOBBIOMASS 2010
map
Low regional bias for lower
biomass ranges
Underestimation for higher
biomass (implications for EF
estimation)
Next 2017 map forthcoming
as part of ESA BiomassCCI
project

2019 Refinement of the IPCC GPG: partnership for updating the

Tier 1 defaults for biomass; use of biomass density maps

▪
▪
▪
▪

Partnership: research, countries, FAO/UN-REDD, Worldbank FCPF ...
Joint initiatives/more practical examples for IPCC refinement follow up
Value of national data to improve data on biomass regrowth

Use of biomass maps: integration with NFIs continuous improvement and
sustainability for national forest monitoring

Estimation emission factors: C-stocks before and after

• Based on pantropical study
(De Sy et al., 2015)
• Country level mean carbon
stock difference (Mg C ha-1)
of converted forests compared
to mean carbon stock of all
forests in the country, per
follow-up land use
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2019 Refinement of the IPCC GPG: use of biomass maps

▪ What is the potential use of biomass density maps in frame of

▪
▪
▪

GHG inventories:
● Assess C-stocks and EF to produce emissions estimates,
incl. to increase data density in under-sampled or
inaccessible areas
● Integration with AD to produce wall-to-wall
maps/estimations
● Direct estimation of biomass change (i.e. for Tier 3)
● Verification purposes
National “calibration” required, link with NFI efforts
Need to consider uncertainties
Little practical experiences

The role and need for space-based forest
biomass-related measurements in
environmental management and policy
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The role and need for space-based forest
biomass-related measurements in
environmental management and policy

▪ Key challenge: avoid a widening gap between what is

evolving and demonstrated in research and for spacebased missions, and the diverse demands of users

▪ Biomass mapping should be developed as a co-creation of
both producers and users

▪ This can only be achieved through a long-term

collaborative effort among producers and users

▪ Need for international forest monitoring and data

coordination groups (GFOI, GOFC-GOLD, and CEOS) to
work collaboratively to provide complementary, relevant,
transparent, and validated biomass data and information

Recommendations to link with space-based biomass observation
Need of partnerships for joint initiatives and data exchange

▪

Modes of engagements between (global) biomass expert mapping
community and country experts

▪

Develop a policy and mechanism for data sharing building upon the
positive experience of the 2019 refinement

More practical country examples are needed

▪

Develop practical experiences, methods, training materials etc. on
how biomass maps and other RS can improve national estimation
following new IPCC guidance

▪

Aim to achieve country ownership in context of evolving opportunities

Approaches for continuous improvement and sustainability for
national forest monitoring

▪

Concepts and tools for countries to generate better estimates (on
their own) using existing and upcoming space-based data and
enhance the efficiency and long-term sustainability of their NFI

Next generation services
▪ European Commission H2020 project
www.reddcopernicus.info/

▪ Scoping a potential operational Copernicus forest
monitoring service

▪ A questionnaire based on GFOI Criteria for

consistently assessing levels of maturity (CALM)

▪ Draft survey:

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ZQ9SP62
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▪ Experts will be asked to fill in the survey for a
specific concept

▪ Overview of capacities and level of operationality:
define service framework and R&D needs
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Remarks
1. Integration space-based biomass data is a GFOI
R&D priority
2. New IPCC guidance:
▪ practical experiences with country
demonstrations for uptake of new space-based
biomass data
▪ Value of space-based data to improve data for
emission/removal factors for deforestation,
degradation and biomass regrowth
3. More work needed to assess uncertainties of
emission factors, also towards propagating
uncertainties in emissions and emission reductions
4. Preparation for next generation services

Special
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